Willard Cybulski is requesting an exception to the screening and approval process for Outside Clearance as outlined in Administrative Directive 9.2, Form CN9201. This exception would only apply to inmates housed designated Reintegration Units. All existing criteria will remain the same except the following two eligibility criteria:

Existing: “No level four convictions, past or current offense”
Proposed change: Inmates housed in designated Reintegration Units with Level Four convictions (current or past) may be considered for DOC staff supervised outside clearance at the discretion of the Unit Administrator. Inmates with this exception shall always be supervised by DOC staff.

Existing: “Within 36 months of end of sentence or voted to parole date.”
Proposed change: “The Unit Administrator may consider inmates in designated Reintegration Units at Willard Cybulski to work or attend education and vocational programs under DOC staff supervision at other correctional facilities if they have more than 36 months left on their sentence.”